We consider the macroscopic model derived by Degond and Motsch from a time-continuous version of the Vicsek model, describing the interaction orientation in a large number of self-propelled particles. In this article, we study the influence of a slight modification at the individual level, letting the relaxation parameter depend on the local density and taking in account some anisotropy in the observation kernel (which can model an angle of vision).
Introduction
The study of complex particle systems has given rise to some challenging issues [6] , in a mathematical point of view. One of the interesting problem is to understand how a collective behavior can emerge with only localized interactions.
The Vicsek model [40] has been proposed as a minimalist model describing the behavior of individuals inside animal societies such as fish schools or flocks of birds. It is a minimal version of a more complete and realistic model [3, 36, 27, 12] based on three zones (of repulsion, alignment, and attraction). The Vicsek model only considers the alignment behavior, getting around the problem of confining the particles in the same region by imposing spatial periodicity (particles move on the flat torus). All the particles have constant speed and synchronously update their direction according to their neighbors, their new orientation vector being given by the mean direction (subjected to some angular noise) of all particles at distance less than a given radius. As the noise decreases (or the density increases), one can observe a phenomenon of phase transition, from a regime of disordered particles, to an ordered phase with strong correlations between orientations of particles [40, 2, 24] .
Two main difficulties arise when we try to derive a macroscopic limit of this individual based model. First of all, the system is discrete in time: the time step is fixed, and the model is not built in the goal of letting it tend to zero. The second problem is that, except for the total mass, there is no obvious conservation relation, so a good candidate for a macroscopic model would probably be a non-conservative system of partial differential equations, but we lack conservation relations to obtain any equation other than the conservation of mass.
In [15] , Degond and Motsch have proposed an approach to handle these two complications. First, they provide a time-continuous version of the individual based model, introducing a rate of relaxation towards the local mean direction, under the form of a new parameter ν, which can be viewed as a frequency of interaction between a particle and its neighbors. It is therefore possible to derive a kinetic mean-field limit of this model. Then they develop a method, defining the notion of generalized collisional invariants, which allows to derive the formal limit of this kinetic mean-field model, at large scale in space and time. This continuum limit is a non-conservative system of PDE for the local mass and the local orientation. Moreover, this system is proved to be hyperbolic.
The goal of the present paper is to confirm the ability of this type of macroscopic model to describe the large scale dynamics of systems of self-propelled particles with orientation alignment, and to show that the notion of generalized collisional invariants is well adapted to derive this model from the microscopic mechanism of alignment. This was shown in [17] for a different type of alignment, based on the curvature control (for a model of displacement introduced in [16] , designed to fit biological experiments [23] ): the method which uses the generalized collisional invariants is successful to derive a macroscopic model which is the same as the "Vicsek hydrodynamics" of [15] , but for the definition of the coefficients in the model. We will show that this is also the case when we slightly modify the individual model, in order to be more coherent with some numerical observations, and to model the influence of an angle of vision.
One of the properties of the macroscopic model of [15] which fails to represent the numerical observations is that the local equilibria have a constant order parameter. This order parameter is indeed only related to the ratio between the frequency ν of interaction and the intensity d of the noise. In numerical experiments on the Vicsek model [11] , the order parameter depends on the local density of particles: one can observe, at large time, formation of travelling bands of high density, strongly ordered, moving through a disordered area of low density.
The first refinement on the model will be to define the local densityρ in the particular model as the mean number of particles in a neighboring area, and to make the parameters ν and d depend onρ. In a modelling point of view, this could be interpreted as the fact that, due to social pressure for example, it is more likely to move and update the direction when there is a large number of particles around (so ν increases withρ), and that the fluctuation in the estimation of the mean velocity is smaller when a lot of particles are taken in account in the neighborhood (so d decreases withρ, see for example the way the vectorial noise is defined in [24, 11] ). This dependence on local parameters for the noise parameter has been introduced in other models of collective behavior [19, 41] .
In [15] , the parameter ν does also depend on the angle between one particle direction and its target direction. For convenience, we will not take this in account for most results but, in some simple cases, computations have been done and will be given in appendix.
Another property of the mean-field model of [15] is that the type of local equilibrium for the rescaled model is unique. The loss of this uniqueness could play a role to understand the formation of patterns such as the travelling bands [20] , and in some models of rod-like particles, we have indeed bistability in a certain regime [31] . This is not the case here, and we will see in Section 3 that we still have a unique kind of equilibrium associated to a local density ρ and a local orientation Ω.
The second refinement is to take into account the influence of an "angle of vision" in the model. In the original Vicsek model, the target orientation for a given particle is chosen to be the mean orientation of the neighbors located in a ball centered on this particle. We will use here a more general kernel of observation which can be nonisotropic. This refinement has been proposed in various models of swarming [1, 30] .
The main result of this paper is that the formal macroscopic limit of this model take the same form as the previous "Vicsek Hydrodynamic model" of [15] , consisting in a conservation equation for the local density of particles, and an evolution equation for the mean orientation, which is not conservative (the velocity is constrained to be on the unit sphere). This system of PDE is quite similar to the Euler equations for gas dynamics, but presents some specific issues, for example there are two different velocities of propagation. The difference between our model and the macroscopic model of [15] relies on the definition of the coefficients of this model, and on the fact that they depend on the local density. This last feature allows the model to lose the property of hyperbolicity.
In Section 2, we present the individual model and the final macroscopic model, focusing on how the two refinements are taken in account, and what are the consequences at the macroscopic level.
In Section 3, we provide elements of the derivation of this macroscopic model, following the method of [15] , but emphasizing the details which are specific to this study. We also give the method in a general n-dimensional framework (previously the method was only done in three dimensions). The case of the dimension 2 is special, since we are able to give an explicit expression of the coefficients.
In Section 4, we study the properties of the macroscopic model. We prove that when one of the coefficients is negative, then the system is not hyperbolic. We describe the region of hyperbolicity for a system which depends only on one space variable, and we discuss the influence of "angle of vision".
Finally, in Section 5, we provide a general method which gives an asymptotic expansion of the coefficients in any dimension, in the limit of a small or a large concentration parameter. With these expansions, we are able to study the qualitative influence of the "angle of vision" in the final macroscopic model, and to give examples for which the hyperbolicity is indeed lost.
Individual and continuum dynamics of a modified Vicsek model
We start by presenting the individual-based model and the continuum model we obtain in the limit of a large number of particles, when observed at large scale, in space and time. Elements of the derivation of this macroscopic model will be given in section 3.
Starting point: particle dynamics
Here, we briefly recall the time-continuous version of the Vicsek model, and introduce how we take into account the anisotropy of observation and the dependence on the local density for the rate of relaxation and the intensity of the noise. We consider a system of N particles with positions X k in R n (with k ∈ 1, N ) and orientations ω k in the unit sphere S n−1 , which we will simply write S.
For each particle, we first define a local mean orientationω k (considered as a target direction) and a local densityρ k . In the original model of Vicsek [40] , the mean orientationω k is computed on all the neighbors within a given radius R. Here we take the mean according to a kernel of observation K, which can be more general than the indicator function of the ball of radius R, as in the time-continuous version of [15] . The kernel therein depends only on the distance between the given particle and a given neighbor, so the refinement here is that it can also depend on (the cosine of) the angle between the orientation of the first particle and the right line joining the two particles:
For example, to take into account only the neighbors located "in front", and within a given radius R, of one particle, the kernel would be K(r, γ) = ½ {r R} ½ {γ 0} .
We proceed in an analogous way to compute the local densityρ k , which may use
We now turn to the dynamics of the particle system. The k th particle moves at constant speed 1, following its orientation ω k . This last one relax towards the mean orientationω k of its neighbors, with rate ν (depending in the local mean densityρ k ), under the constraint that ω k is of norm 1. Finally, this orientation ω k is subjected to a Brownian motion (see [26] for more details on how to define such an object on a Riemannian manifold, such as the unit sphere here) of intensity d, which will also depend on the densityρ k . The model takes then the form of 2N coupled stochastic differential equations, which have to be understood in the Stratonovich sense:
3) 
where ∇ ω is the tangential gradient on the unit sphere. The deterministic part of the SDE (2.4) can then be written
which is indeed a relaxation towardsω k (where the function ω → ω ·ω k reaches its maximum), with rate ν(ρ k ).
Since the local densityρ only appears through the functions ν and d, we can assume the following normalization for the kernel K:
This normalization condition (which does not depend on ω ∈ S) means that the density is chosen to be 1 in the limit of a uniform distribution of the N particles in a region of unit volume. This is not necessary to take a similar condition for the kernel K, sinceω k , defined at equation (2.1), is independent of such a normalization. In [15] , the relaxation coefficient ν depends on (the cosine of) the angle between the orientation of one particle and the target direction, in order to take into account the "ability to turn". This would amount to replace ν(ρ k ) by ν(ρ k , ω k ·ω k ) in (2.4). With our new features here, this would involve many more computations, but, following exactly the same method, this leads to the same conclusion. For simplicity here, we will work without this dependence. We will only present the final results with this dependence in some special cases, and add remarks to explain the difference in the steps of the derivation of the macroscopic model.
Numerical simulations tend to show that this time-continuous individual based model present the same behavior at large scale as the discrete one (for example the formation of bands, as in [11] ), in the case where ν and d are constant, and the observation kernel is isotropic, as in [15] . We can expect to observe the same behavior, even when ν and d depend on the local densityρ. More precise investigations on the numerical comparison between the original discrete and the present time-continuous dynamical systems are in progress.
The continuum model
In this paper, following the approach of [15] , we derive, from the particle dynamics (2.3)-(2.4) introduced in the previous subsection, the following continuum model, the functions ρ(x, t) > 0 and Ω(x, t) ∈ S describing the average density and particle direction at a given point x ∈ R n :
where the functions c 1 , c 2 , and λ will be specified later on: see (3.17) and (3.19)- (3.20) . This system of first order partial differential equations shows similarities with the Euler system of isothermal compressible gases, but also some important differences. Equation (2.6) is the conservation of mass: the density ρ moves through direction Ω with velocity c 1 (ρ). We will see that this velocity, taking values between 0 and 1, plays the role of an order parameter: when the directions of the particles are strongly correlated (close to Ω), density moves with velocity close to 1. This order parameter depends only on the ratio between ν(ρ) (the alignment strength) and d(ρ) (the noise intensity). Equation (2.7) describes the evolution of the direction Ω, the norm of which is constrained to be constant (the projection Id − Ω ⊗ Ω insures that the dynamics take place on the hyperplane orthogonal to Ω). This constraint implies that the equation is not conservative which is the counterpart of the fact that, at the microscopic level, the only conservative quantity is the mass. The perturbations of this vector travel with velocity c 2 (ρ), influenced by a term playing the role of pressure due to the density, of intensity λ(ρ). It is important to see that in general (and contrary to the classical Euler system), the two convection speeds c 1 and c 2 are different, which means that the perturbations on the mean orientation do not travel at the same velocity as the "fluid".
This macroscopic model is the same as the "Vicsek hydrodynamics" of [15] , except for the definitions of these speeds c 1 and c 2 , and of the parameter λ. This confirms the ability of this model to describe the global dynamics of systems of selfpropelled particles with constant speed and alignment interactions (this was also the result of [17] ).
However, the parameters depend here on the density ρ, and their expressions are slightly different (due to this dependence and to the anisotropy of the kernel of observation). This leads to strong differences in their behavior, as we will see in Section 4, devoted to the investigation of the properties of (2.6)-(2.7). For example the parameter λ can be negative, which implies the loss of hyperbolicity. And because of the non isotropy of the observation kernel, the convection speed c 2 can take a large range of values, from negative if the kernel is strongly directed forward, to higher than c 1 , if particles are more influenced by neighbors behind them than those in front of them (this has been observed in locust migratory bands [5] , where the individuals have "cannibalistic interactions" and avoid to be eaten by those approaching from behind).
Elements of the derivation of the continuum model
This derivation proceeds like in [15] but there are significant differences due to the additional complexity. In this section, we briefly recall the method of Degond and Motsch and will focus on the points which are specific to the present study. The derivation proceeds in several steps. The first one consists in writing a kinetic version of the particle dynamics.
Step 1: mean-field model
Let f (x, ω, t) be the probability density of finding one particle at position x ∈ R n , orientation ω ∈ S and time t 0. The mean-field version of (2.3)-(2.4) is given by
with
The first equation (3.1) is the so called Kolmogorov-Fokker-Planck equation. The force term F (x, ω, t) corresponds to the orientation interaction. First of all, if there is no noise (that is d(ρ) = 0 in equations (2.3)-(2.4), which become ordinary differential equations), the formal derivation of this system is easy: the usual methodology shows that the empirical distribution (see [38] ) satisfies the equation (3.1), with d = 0.
Difficulties appear when the noise is added. A method consisting in writing the BBGKY hierarchy (see [25] , applied to the Cucker-Smale model of self-propelled particles) would not in that case reduce to a evolution equation involving only the one-particle and the two-particles distributions, since the interaction is not a sum of binary interactions.
We could slightly change our model to make the interaction as a sum of binary interactions, replacingω k byJ k (defined in equation (2.1)) in the system of particles (2.3)-(2.4). In that case the model present an interesting phenomenon of phase transition and is the subject of current work in collaboration with P. Degond and J.-G. Liu [14] (the homogeneous version has been studied with him in [21] ). In that case, writing the BBGKY hierarchy and using exchangeability of particles gives a system of evolution equations, the first one involving only the one-particle and the two-particles distributions. The classical assumption of propagation of chaos amounts to consider the two-particles density as the tensor of the one-particle density f by itself (in the limit of a large number of particles, two particles behave as if they were independent), and this gives exactly the evolution equation (3.1). Actually, it has been recently proved [9] that the mean-field limit of this model is the partial differential equation (3.1), whereω is replaced byJ in the definition of the force F (in the case where ν and d are constant). The main point to derive this limit is to adapt the classical theory of propagation of chaos [32, 39] in a framework of stochastic analysis in a Riemannian manifold (the unit sphere in the present case).
In the case of a non-linear diffusion, some results are given in [10] for other systems of self-propelled particles, under assumptions which would have to be adapted in our framework. We can expect to have conditions such as to be Lipschitz for the function √ d, and to be Lipschitz and bounded for the kernel K. Since we use the Stratonovich formulation in order to work on the unit sphere, we get the term
satisfies the SDE in the usual Itō formulation, see the sections 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 of [22] for the correspondence).
Finally, when the drift is not under the average form, it is sometimes possible to get a mean-field limit, under regularity assumptions on the coefficients [35] , or with weaker assumptions, but assuming uniqueness of the solution of the meanfield model [34] . These results could to be adapted in the framework of stochastic differential equations on the sphere, but dealing with the singularity ofω (when J is close to zero) seems to be slightly more complicated.
With these considerations in mind, it is however very reasonable that the limit of the particle system (2.3)-(2.4), when the number of particles is large, is given by the mean-field model (3.1). So we start with this model as a base for the derivation of the continuum model. A rigorous proof of the derivation of such a mean-field model from the individual dynamics is left to future work.
Remark 3.1. If we want to take into account some "ability to turn", we just have to replace ν(ρ) by ν(ρ, ω ·ω).
The next step consists in observing this system at large scale, in both space in time.
Step 2: hydrodynamic scaling
The hydrodynamic scaling consists in the same rescaling for the time and space variable. We introduce a small parameter ε and we set x ′ = εx, and t
, and we rewrite the equation (3.1) in this new coordinates.
The kinetic equation has the same form, with a factor ε in front of each of the terms with space or time derivative:
where the local rescaled density and orientation are given bȳ
The important point is to realize that the average densityρ ε and orientationω ε now depend on ε, and can be easily expanded in terms of ε, the non-locality only appearing at high order. Omitting the primes for simplicity, we have the following expansions, the proofs of which are given in Lemma 3 of Appendix A.1:
,
= Ω f ε are the local density and mean orientation associated to the function f ε (these quantities, depending only on the space and time variables, are related to the first moments with respect to the variable ω) given by
and the constants α and α depend only on the observation kernels K and K. These constants are positive if the kernel is directed forward, and the more acute the "angle of vision", the bigger the constant related to the kernel. Now we can introduce these expansions in the mean-field model, and after some easy algebra, the rescaled model can be written in the form
where Q, P and P are the operators given by the following equations (whereν andḋ are the derivatives of ν and d with respect to ρ):
Notice that the operator Q (giving the only term of order 0 in ε) only acts on the variable ω, and the study of its properties will be important for the following.
Remark 3.2.
If ν also depends on ω ·ω, the expression of the operator Q is the same with
But then the expressions of P and P complicate in a significant way, since there are also terms with the derivative of ν with respect to this second variable.
Now we are ready to study this system when ε → 0.
Step 3: limit as ε → 0
This is the main step, where we give the link between the continuum limit (2.6)-(2.7) and the rescaled kinetic equation (3.4) of the particle dynamics.
Theorem 1. The limit when
and Ω = Ω(x, t) ∈ S its mean orientation:
where M κΩ is a given function of ω · Ω and κ = ν d
which will be specified later on (see (3.5) ). Furthermore, ρ(x, t) and Ω(x, t) satisfy the following system of first order partial differential equations:
where the convection speeds c 1 , c 2 and the parameter λ depend on ρ. Their expressions will be given in this section (see (3.17) and (3.19)-(3.20)).
The method to obtain this result follows closely [15] , and is only summarized here. We will focus on the details which are specific to this study.
Equilibria
The first important point is to determine the null space E of Q, since it contains the limits of (3.4). We find, as in [15] , that it is a n-dimensional manifold consisting of functions analogous to Maxwellian distributions in the classical Boltzmann theory:
The main difference with [15] is the dependence on ρ for this equilibrium in a nonlinear way, coming from the dependence of ν and d on ρ. This will result in additional terms in the computations, and so in additional terms in the expressions of the constants in the macroscopic model. The normalization constant S e κ ω·Ω dω depends only on κ (not on Ω) and so the total mass of M κΩ (ω) is 1 and its mean direction is Ω, that is to say ρ M κΩ = 1 and Ω M κΩ = Ω. Indeed we can easily compute the flux j M κΩ of this equilibrium, defined by (3.3), and we get:
where for any function γ(cos θ), the notation γ(cos θ) Mκ stands for the mean of the function ω → γ(ω · Ω) against the density M κΩ , i.e.
γ(cos θ)
Notice that γ(cos θ) Mκ depends only on κ, not on Ω:
Remark 3.3. In the case where ν depends on ρ and ω · Ω, we have to replace in all
dτ .
Collisional invariants
The second important point is the determination of generalized collisional invariants. Indeed, since there is no other conservation relation than the conservation of mass, the collision invariants reduce to the constants, and the integration of the equation against these invariants only gives one equation, which is not sufficient to describe the behavior of the equilibrium (which lives on a n-dimensional manifold). The main idea in [15] was to overcome this problem with a generalization of the concept of collisional invariants. A collision invariant is a function ψ such that for all function f of ω, the integration of Q(f ) against ψ is zero. So we ask for a generalized invariant to satisfy this definition only for a restricted subset of functions f . In the case where the dependence on ρ in the equilibria is linear, restricting to all functions with a given orientation Ω is sufficient to obtain the remaining equation. Here we also have to restrict to functions with a given density too (actually, we impose a given κ(ρ)). We will have then a set of generalized coefficients indexed by Ω ∈ S and κ > 0.
More precisely, to have a good definition, we have to work with linear operators (this point has been mentioned in [17] , since the result given in [15] , with the definition therein, was slightly incorrect). We first define the linear operator L κΩ by
and then the generalized collisional invariants C κΩ (associated to κ ∈ R and Ω ∈ S) as the following vector space:
We remark that the operator Q(f ) can be written as
Hence, for any generalized collisional invariant ψ ∈ C κΩ , we have 8) and this is the only property of generalized collisional invariants we will need in the following.
The computation of the set of generalized collisional invariants has been done in [15] in dimension 3. We give here the general result in any dimension. Any generalized collisional invariant ψ associated to κ ∈ R and Ω ∈ S has the following form:
where C ∈ R is a constant, the vector A ∈ R n is orthogonal to Ω, and h κ is a given positive function on (−1, 1), depending on the parameter κ, which will be specified later on. In particular, the generalized collisional invariants form a vector space of dimension n.
Proof. We first rewrite the set {f | (Id − Ω ⊗ Ω)j f = 0} as the set of functions f such that for all A ∈ R n with A · Ω = 0, we have that S A · ωf dω = 0. Finally this is the orthogonal of the set {ω → A · ω for A · Ω = 0}, for the usual inner product on L 2 (S). We can then rewrite the set of generalized collisional invariants:
the operator L * κΩ being the adjoint of the operator L κΩ , which can be written
It is then easy to show that the problem L * κΩ ψ(ω) = A · ω, for A · Ω = 0 has a unique solution in the spaceḢ We search a solution of this form. We identify Ω with the last element of an orthogonal basis of R n , and S n−2 with the elements on the unit sphere S which are orthogonal to Ω. We can then write ω = cos θ Ω + sin θ v, where v ∈ S n−2 and θ ∈ [0, π] (this decomposition is unique when ω is different from Ω and −Ω). In this framework we try to find a solution of the form
, we have, in dimension n 3:
where the unit vector e θ is ∇ ω θ = − 1 sin θ (Id − ω ⊗ ω)Ω. A tangent vector field can always be written a e θ + A where A is a vector field tangent to the sphere S n−2 , and we have
Finally we get, using the second part of (3.9),
In our case we have Z(v)
When A = 0, it easy to see that the function ω → h(ω·Ω)A·ω belongs to H 1 (S) if and only if the function g : θ → h(cos θ) sin θ belongs to the space V (a "weighted
(3.12)
Using again Lax-Milgram theorem in this space V , we get that the problem (3.11) has a unique solution, denoted g κ , which is positive (by the maximum principle).
We could write the elliptic equation on (−1, 1) satisfied by h κ to have another definition, but this does not give a more elegant formulation.
In the case of dimension 2, we write , as a function of ω, tends formally to zero, so f ε tends to an equilibrium of the operator Q, of the form ρM κ(ρ)Ω , where ρ > 0 and Ω ∈ S are given functions of x and t. This is the first part of Theorem 1. So we have ρ ε → ρ, and Ω ε → Ω. When there is no possible confusion, we will write κ for κ(ρ).
For the mass equation, we use the constant invariant: we have, since the operators Q, P and P are given as the divergence (with respect to ω) of a function,
Hence, integrating the equation (3.4) with respect to ω, we get:
Actually, we can even replace the O(ε) by zero in this equation since in the original model (3.1) we have conservation of mass. We get in the ε → 0 limit:
where (see (3.6)): To get the equation on Ω, we use the non-constant part of the collisional invariants. By Proposition 3.1 and using the result at equation (3.8), we get that for all A such that A · Ω ε = 0, we have
So we have that the vector
Dividing by ε and taking the limit ε → 0, we get (Id − Ω ⊗ Ω) X = 0, where
The main point is then to compute (Id − Ω ⊗ Ω) X, in terms of ρ, Ω and their derivatives, using mainly the chain rule. The computation is similar to [15] for some terms, but additional work is required for the terms coming from the nonlinearity of M κΩ in ρ and the operators P and P . We give the result of the computations under the form of a proposition:
where X is given in (3.18) , is equivalent to
with the notation
This proposition is exactly the last part of Theorem 1, with a precise definition for coefficients c 2 and λ, and this ends the derivation of the continuum model (2.6)-(2.7).
The computations to get this result are given in Appendix A.2, the idea is to compute (Id − Ω ⊗ Ω) X using the chain rule and the change of variable ω (θ, v) where ω = cos θ Ω + sin θ v, with v orthogonal to Ω, which simplifies a lot of terms. 
where here we use the notation
Since ν is supposed to be positive, the constant λ is positive, and we will see in the next section that its possible change of sign with the dependence on ρ is important. This is why we focus on the dependence on ρ and not in ω · Ω in this article.
Properties of the macroscopic model

Hyperbolicity
We recall here the macroscopic model (2.6)-(2.7):
where the functions c 1 , c 2 , and λ are given by (3.17) and (3.19)- (3.20) . A first remark is that it is not possible to do another scaling to get rid of c 1 , like in [15] , because c 1 depends on ρ.
The main result about this model is that if d or ν depends on ρ, the coefficient λ can become negative in some regions of the state space, and in that case the system loses hyperbolicity. Let us first discuss here the interest and the problems due to the non-hyperbolicity.
The first thing to remark is that the model is not always well-posed. Indeed, in general, we cannot ensure that a solution will stay in the region of hyperbolicity for all time, even with smooth initial conditions in the hyperbolic region (actually, even with hyperbolicity everywhere, dealing with the discontinuities is a challenging issue, see [33] ).
The property of hyperbolicity is linked with the fact that perturbations propagate with finite speed. Here the presence of a region of non-hyperbolicity means that we could have propagation with infinite speed across this region. This leads to a second remark: it may be possible to construct non-classical shocks, using the crossing of a zone of non-hyperbolicity, see [29] , and [28] . The interest is that we may construct some travelling waves, as observed in [11] . Actually we did not manage to construct such solutions yet, this is part of our future work.
We should also construct models with formation of coherent structures from such non-hyperbolic models, if we could use stabilization with diffusion. But here the expansion at higher order in ε in the rescaled mean-field model (3.4), in order to obtain diffusion terms in the macroscopic model becomes too much complicated to perform some study (see [18] for the case of the original model of [15] ).
We now turn to the description of the regions of non-hyperbolicity. We consider a system satisfying (2.6)-(2.7), but evolving only along one space direction e z ∈ S (the density ρ and the orientation Ω depending only on z = e z · x and t). We write then Ω = cos θ e z + sin θ v,where v ∈ S n−2 (identified to the set of unit vectors orthogonal to e z ). In this framework, the system is equivalent to In the special case of dimension 2, the system reduces to (4.1)-(4.2), with θ ∈ (−π, π) and Ω = cos θ e z + sin θ v 0 , where v 0 is one of the two unit vectors orthogonal to e z . The general definition of a quasilinear hyperbolic system [37] gives that the system (2.6)-(2.7) is hyperbolic if and only if this system (4.1)-(4.3) is hyperbolic for all unit vector e z ∈ S. We give the result in the following statement: Theorem 2. Hyperbolicity.
• The system (2.6)-(2.7) is hyperbolic if and only if λ(ρ) > 0.
• The system (4.1)-(4.3) is hyperbolic if and only if
Proof. The system (4.1)-(4.3) can be written as the following first order quasilinear system of partial differential equations
and this system is hyperbolic in case λ > 0. The eigenvalues are γ ± and γ 0 (of multiplicity n − 2), given by
, Now if λ < 0, asking γ ± to be real and distinct is exactly equivalent to the equation (4.4). In this case the matrix A is diagonalizable. If γ + = γ − , then A is diagonalizable only if its top left corner 2 × 2 submatrix is scalar (only one eigenvalue), which is not the case since c 1 (ρ)ρ > 0. For the same reason, if λ = 0, we immediately get that A is diagonalizable if and only if the first two diagonal coefficients c 2 (ρ) cos θ and c 3 (ρ) cos θ are different, which ends the proof of the second statement. Now we turn to the general case. If λ > 0, the system (4.1)-(4.3) is hyperbolic for all unit vector e z ∈ S, which gives that the system (2.6)-(2.7) is hyperbolic. Suppose now that the system (2.6)-(2.7) is hyperbolic in an open region of the state space, with λ 0 at some point (ρ, Ω). Since n 2 we can find e z such that e z ·Ω = 0. Then we have cos θ = 0, which gives, by the condition (4.4) that (ρ, Ω) is in the region of non-hyperbolicity of the problem (4.1)-(4.3), and this is a contradiction. Actually, the positive functions d and ν being arbitrary, it is possible to have a lot of qualitatively different shapes for the region of non-hyperbolicity of the reduced system (4.1)-(4.3). We give here some examples in the case of dimension 2, where the coefficients are easy to compute numerically (using the explicit formulation (3.13) for g κ ).
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Influence of the anisotropy
On the final macroscopic model, the influence of the anisotropy in the observation kernels is only visible through the values of the speed c 2 , and the coefficient λ.
We remark that the parameter α, which is related to the kernel K used to define the local orientationω, only appears in the expression (3.19) of the velocity c 2 , making it smaller when α is a large positive constant. The difference between c 1 and c 2 , which is one of the differences between the macroscopic model (2.6)-(2.7) and the classical Euler system, is then enhanced when α is a large positive constant. This can be interpreted as follows: if the observation kernel is strongly directed forward, then the information on the orientation moves rapidly backward. This could be compared to results on modelling of traffic flows, where the speed of a congested phase depends on the distance of anticipation of the drivers (see [4, 8, 13] ).
The parameter α, related to the kernel K which is used to define the local densityρ, only appears in λ, and obviously has an influence only if the relaxation frequency ν or the noise intensity d depends on this density (in the expression (3.20), we must haveκ = 0 orḋ = 0). So the anisotropy of the kernel K can have an impact on the region of non-hyperbolicity for the system (2.6)-(2.7). The anisotropy of the kernel K does not play a role in this global hyperbolicity, but, through the condition (4.4), it can change the shape of the region of non-hyperbolicity for the one-dimensional reduction (4.1)-(4.3) .
Since the expression (3.20) involves a lot of terms which can take different signs, it is not easy to directly quantify the influence of the parameter α on the coefficient λ, as it was the case for α and c 2 . In the next section, we perform an asymptotic study of the coefficients of the macroscopic model (2.6)-(2.7), as the concentration parameter κ tends to infinity (in the case of strong alignment, or low noise) or to zero (when the noise is high, or the frequency of alignment).
Asymptotic study of the coefficients
We want to obtain an asymptotic expansion of c 1 , c 2 and λ given by the expressions (3.17), (3.19) , (3.20) as the parameter κ tends to infinity or to zero.
Since we do not know explicitly the dependence on ρ for the coefficients ν and d, the only quantities we can study in the expressions of this coefficients are the averages c 1 = cos θ Mκ , c 1 = cos θ Mκ , and cos 2 θ Mκ (since the last average is sin 2 θ Mκ = 1 − cos 2 θ Mκ ). The purpose of this section is to give a method to get the Taylor expansion up to any order in κ or 1 κ of the following averages:
where h κ is the function providing the generalized collisional invariants (see Proposition 3.1). We first give the method to obtain the expansion of the first type of average, and we apply it to get an expansion of c 1 in κ and 
Asymptotics of f (θ) M κ
The first expansion, when κ → 0, is just a basic Taylor expansion. For a function f such that f sin n−2 θ ∈ L 1 (0, π), we define
Then we get
If we take f (θ) = cos θ, we have b p = (p + 1)a p+1 and integrating by parts, we get the following induction relation: (p + 2)(p + n)a p+2 = a p . Since a 1 = 0, the odd terms vanish and we get
We now turn to the expansion of c 1 when κ → ∞. We will use the following lemma, the proof of which is elementary, see [7] for examples and variants:
We use this lemma, after the change of variable t = 1 − cos θ, in the integrals of
So if we can expand the function t → (2t−t
2 f (arccos(1−t)) in the neighborhood of 0, we can apply directly Watson's Lemma to get an expansion of [f (θ)] κ , and then to [1] κ , which gives finally the expansion of f (θ) Mκ .
We take here the example of the function f (θ) = 1−cos θ, so f (arccos(1−t)) = t. We want an expansion with two terms (since we have c 1 = 1 − f (θ) Mκ we will actually get three terms for c 1 ). We have
Applying directly Watson's Lemma to this function and to the same function multiplied by t, we get
) .
Since Γ(p + 1) = pΓ(p), we finally get
).
In particular we get the expansion of c 1 as κ → ∞:
Using this method we can easily get the following lemma, which will be useful in the next subsection.
We now turn to the method to compute averages of the form f (θ) Mκ .
We first decompose h κ (cos θ) as a polynomial in κ or in κ
whose coefficients are polynomials of cos θ plus a remainder which will be negligible.
We define the two linear operators L and D on the space of polynomials by
We have the two following expansions:
where the H p (resp. G N p ) are the polynomials of degree p (resp. at most N − p) given by the following induction relations (the second one being in the neighborhood of 0):
and
), (5.5) and where the remainders satisfy the following estimations, for any function f such
) in the neighborhood of 0:
The proof of this proposition is given in Appendix B.1. The first thing to do is to prove that the inductions relations (5.5) make sense to define the sequence of polynomials (an induction relation is given in Appendix B.1 to compute easily the polynomials G N p and H p ). The operators L and D are made so that
where the operator L * κ is defined in (3.10). Since we have L * κ (h κ (cos θ) sin θ) = sin θ by definition, we are then able to obtain the estimates on the remainders, using Poincaré inequalities in adapted spaces.
With this proposition, it is then easy to get an expansion for f (θ) Mκ , using expressions of the form g(θ) Mκ , which can be expanded by the tools of the previous section:
As an example, we can compute the first polynomials, we get
Hence,
As before, in the second equation, we computed cos θ − 1 Mκ instead of cos θ Mκ in order to have a remainder of order 3 instead of 2. Finally, we have to compute terms of the form cos ℓ θ sin 2 θ Mκ . Instead of using the method of the previous subsection, we can actually express all these terms in function of c 1 = cos θ Mκ , by integrating by parts. We get
Using the previous expansions (5.2) and (5.4), we finally get the expansions of c 1 :
as κ → 0,
In addition, we can compute an expansion of sin 2 θ Mκ , in order to get expansions for the coefficients c 2 and λ of the macroscopic model, given in equations (3.19)- (3.20) . Using only H 0 and G 1 1 = 1, we get that
So, using the expressions (5.2), (5.4) and (5.6), we get the following expansions:
This shows that in any dimension, there are some simple cases were we actually have λ < 0 and the system loses hyperbolicity, even if α = 0 (for example if the kernel of observation K is isotropic). For example if we have κ = ρ β with β > 0, we have as rho
), which gives that λ(ρ) < 0 if we take β > 1 and ρ sufficiently large.
These expansions also give a more precise estimation on the difference between c 1 and c 2 as the noise is small or large: when the kernel of observation is isotropic, we have c 1 > c 2 in the two expansions, in any dimension n. That means that the information on the orientation propagates slower than the "fluid". 
Conclusion
In this article, we have seen that the introduction of a dependence on the local density for two parameters at the microscopic level implies a significant change in the macroscopic limit: the possible loss of hyperbolicity in some regimes. The introduction of a non-isotropic kernel of observation, without this dependence on the local density, is not sufficient to imply a strong difference of behavior for the continuum model. However, it enhances some properties, such as the difference between the velocity of the fluid and the velocity of the perturbations of the orientation.
It is important to note that the method introduced in [15] works to derive the macroscopic model. In particular the concept of generalized collisional invariants is still valid, with some adaptations, and we get the same macroscopic model, except for the definition of the coefficients.
Some questions are left open. The limit here is formal, and we are still looking for an appropriate functional framework to obtain more precise results of convergence. The rigorous derivation of the mean-field limit of the dynamical system of particles is also part of our future work.
Finally, the next step to this study consists in numerical simulations, in order to see how the difference between c 2 and c 1 can be observed in simulations of the discrete dynamical system, or how the particles behave in the regions of non-hyperbolicity.
A.2 Proof of Proposition 3.2
We have to compute (Id − Ω ⊗ Ω) X, where
For convenience, we will write ν, d for ν(ρ), d(ρ) in the following. We first give some useful formulas to work on the unit sphere. For V a constant vector in R n , we have:
Then we have that for any constant matrix A ). This can be shown when A is of the form V 1 ⊗ V 2 , using the previous formulas, and then extended by linearity.
We recall the definition of M κΩ , given in equation (3.5):
We get, writing cos θ for ω · Ω, and using the notation · Mκ given in (3.7),
Using the chain rule, we then get
whereκ is the derivative of κ with respect to ρ. Since Ω is of norm 1, we have that (∂ t + ω · ∇ x )Ω is orthogonal to Ω, and the term Ω ⊗ Ω vanishes. We get
where ∇ x Ω is the gradient tensor of Ω that is to say (∇ x Ω) ij = ∂ x i Ω j . We then have
where the notation T denotes the transpose of operators. Hence, using the fact that (∇ x Ω)
T ω = (ω·∇ x ) Ω is orthogonal to Ω, and the formula given in the beginning of this section, with A = (∇ x Ω) T , and we get
Similarly, for the operator P , we get
But we have ν = κd, soν − κḋ = dκ. And we have
Finally we can write X = X 1 + X 2 + X 3 , where
with (using the notation c 1 = cos θ Mκ )
To do the computation we write ω = cos θ Ω + sin θ v, with v ∈ S n−2 (identified with the set of unit vectors which are orthogonal to Ω). We take the following convention: v∈S n−2 dv = 1, and we have
v dv = 0, and
where V n is a normalization constant (we will not need it in the following). These results are still valid when n = 2, with v∈S 0 dv = 
So we have (knowing that ∂ t Ω is orthogonal to Ω):
To compute (Id − Ω ⊗ Ω) X 3 , we first remark that
since (ω ·∇ x )Ω is orthogonal to Ω. But we have v∈S n−2 v(v ⊗v : ∇ x Ω) dv = 0, because the integrand is odd with respect to v, and then we get
For any function γ(cos θ), we denote by γ(cos θ) Mκ the mean of γ(cos θ) following the "weight" sin 2 θ h κ (cos θ)M κΩ , that is to say
We have
and so, dividing by κ sin 2 θh κ (cos θ) Mκ we finally get that (Id − Ω ⊗ Ω)X = 0 is equivalent to We finally get, writing c 1 = cos θ Mκ ,
which are exactly the expressions given in equations (3.19)- (3.20) , and this ends the proof of Proposition 3.2.
B Asymptotics of the coefficients B.1 Proof of Proposition 5.1
We recall that the two linear operators L and D on the space of polynomials are defined by
We first give a preliminary lemma which will be helpful to construct the polynomials H p and G N p .
Lemma 4. Definition of the polynomials.
Let Q be a polynomial and N ∈ N. Then
• There exists one unique polynomial P such that L(P ) = Q.
• There exists one unique polynomial P N of degree at most N such that
) as θ → θ.
Proof. For the first point, if the leading term in a polynomial
, and so L(P ) = 0. So the linear operator L is injective from R p [X] to R p [X] , and therefore it is bijective.
For the second point, the idea is to remark that
so we write the polynomials in the basis {(1 − X) k , k ∈ N}. We get that a polynomial R is such that R(cos θ) = O(θ 
Since this induction relation defines in an unique way the coefficients a k for k ∈ 1, N , this ends the proof.
With this lemma, we can now define the following sequences of polynomials H p and G N p , this last ones being of degree at most N − p:
and N −p) ).
Since the operator L is odd and D is even, it is easy to show that the polynomials H p have the same parity as p. If we express the operator L in the basis
we are able to get the induction relation for the coefficients of the polynomials in this basis. We have
So we have
where a 
We define then the remainders R N κ,0 and R
It is an easy matter to see that, for a given polynomial P , we have
and then we get
where the operator L * κ is defined in (3.10) by
Since we have by definition L *
) sin θ.
To get estimations for the averages of the form f (θ)R N κ,ε (cos θ) sin 2 θ Mκ (with ε standing for 0 or ∞) we first remark that, for a function g belonging to the space V (a "weighted H 1 0 ") defined in (3.12) by
we have the following Poincaré inequality:
Mκ . Hence, for n 3 and g ∈ V , using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get that
We are now ready to do the estimations. For f such that θ → f (θ) sin n 2 θ belongs to L 2 (0, π), we get, using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
Hence using the expansion as κ → 0 given in (5.1), we get the final estimation:
) in the neighborhood of 0, using Lemma 2, we get This ends the proof of Proposition 5.1, in the case n 3.
We suppose now that n = 2. The case κ → 0 is easy, since we have the following Poincaré inequality: We get the same estimations, replacing (n − 2) by e 
B.2 Tips for the general case
Here we give some tips to perform an asymptotic study of the coefficients when ν depends also on ω · Ω.
We will have to take averages against functions of the form θ → e
κ(ρ,cos θ)
, where
We want to get for example an expansion as the noise d is large or small. So we are only interested in the dependence on cos θ, and we will drop the dependence on ρ for clarity. We suppose that the function θ → ν(cos θ) is positive, smooth, bounded below and above, and we introduce the parameter κ = As before, we can easily do a Taylor expansion when κ → 0, and we get a result similar to (5.2) involving quantities of the form π 0 f (θ)σ(cosθ) p dθ. Unless we know explicitly σ, we cannot say anything interesting.
When κ → ∞, the strategy is the same: we do the change of variable, setting t = σ(1) − σ(cos θ)), and a(t) = σ is the inverse function of σ (which is increasing since ν > 0, actually we have a(t) = cos θ). We get: ).
Since we have a N −p) ).
Again, the remainders satisfy the following estimations, for any function f such that θ → f (θ) sin 
